A Case of Right Apogeotropic Posterior Semicircular Canal BPPV that Initially Emulated as Left Anterior Semicircular Canal BPPV
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In any patient with a history of rotational vertigo triggered by changes in the position of head relative to the gravity, whose oculomotor patterns elicit a positional downbeating nystagmus (p-DBN), the localization could be either central in the brainstem, midline cerebellum, or at the craniocerebral junction; or else peripheral due to one of the rare variants of benign paroxysmal positional vertigo of vertical semicircular canals. Most serious causes of central vertigo in patients with p-DBN can be diagnosed by magnetic resonance imaging of the posterior fossa and craniovertebral junction. However, the peripheral p-DBN could be either due to anterior semicircular canal benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (ASC-BPPV) or a recently described apogeotropic variant of posterior semicircular canal BPPV (apo-PSC-BPPV) and the two are almost impossible to differentiate initially. The usual clinical scenario in apo-PSC-BPPV is diagnosing it initially as ASC-BPPV. However, following diagnostic or therapeutic positioning maneuvers for the purported ASC-BPPV, the positional oculomotor pattern changes to an upbeating nystagmus with the reversal in the direction of the torsion as well, localizing it to the contralateral PSC with respect to the ASC initially diagnosed. The initial oculomotor pattern observed on the right Dix–Hallpike test in this patient, of a short latency downbeating left torsional (from the patient’s perspective) positional nystagmus suggested a diagnosis of left ASC-BPPV, which was accordingly treated with multiple sessions of reverse Epley maneuvers daily for a week. At the end of the week, a verifying right Dix–Hallpike test elicited an upbeating right torsional (from the patient’s perspective) positional nystagmus. It is extremely unlikely that this patient had resolution of her initial left ASC-BPPV with the daily sessions of reverse Epley maneuvers carried over a week and immediately suffered from commoner geotropic variant of the right PSC-BPPV (geo-PSC-BPPV). It is plausible to interpret that this patient suffered from the right apo-PSC-BPPV from the very outset, and the reverse Epley maneuver performed for the ostensive left ASC-BPPV led to an intracanal shift of otoconial debris from its
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Introduction

Benign paroxysmal positional vertigo (BPPV) is a mechanical disorder of the membranous labyrinth in which attacks of true rotational vertigo occur when the head changes its position relative to the gravity. The typical situations are laying on the bed, taking lateral recumbent positions, getting up from supine to sitting position, stooping forward (e.g., tying shoelaces), and extending neck (e.g., placing objects on a high shelf). The pathophysiology of BPPV involves inappropriate detachment of the otoconial debris, mainly composed of calcium carbonate derived from the degenerative utricular macula and its sequestration into one of the three semicircular canals (most commonly posterior, less frequently horizontal, and rarely anterior semicircular canal [ASC]). The motion of head in a direction normally moves the endolymph within the semicircular canal aligned in the direction of head movement, bending the cupula to generate an appropriate nerve impulse, which apprises the brain via vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), the plane, and the angle the head has moved. The brain reflexedly (via VOR) makes corrective eye movements equal in angle, but the opposite direction and the point of fixation thereupon always falls on the fovea centralis.

Table 1 shows that 56 to 93% of all patients diagnosed with BPPV at any specialty clinic have posterior semicircular canal BPPV (PSC-BPPV).\textsuperscript{1-11} Owing to its dependent location, the PSC is most frequently involved in BPPV, and the sequestered otoconial debris in canalolithiasis usually gets entrapped in its ampullary arm. The otoconial debris rarely enters the ASC due to its relatively higher location in the membranous labyrinth, and any debris that enters it is liable to get automatically cleared for the same reason.

The diagnosis of BPPV is largely dependent on the elicitation of specific oculomotor patterns (positional nystagmus) by the positional tests, that localize as well as lateralize the affected semicircular canal as per Ewald’s laws.\textsuperscript{12} The treatment of BPPV due to canalolithiasis is performed by canalith repositioning maneuvers, innovated for each semicircular canal by the vestibulologists across the globe by conceptualizing the three-dimensional model of the membranous labyrinth. The precise location of otoconia in the semicircular canal is deciphered by observing the oculomotor patterns elicited on the diagnostic positional tests. However, despite the unerring diagnostic precision of the oculomotor patterns obtained by the diagnostic positional tests, some situations outwit the clinician resulting in inaccurate localization as well as lateralization.

In 1995, Agus et al\textsuperscript{13} first observed on positional tests for PSC-BPPV, a reversed oculomotor pattern of positional nystagmus in respect of its vectorial components. It consisted nonampullary to the ampullary arm resulting in right geo-PSC-BPPV. The reasons why situations like this outwit the clinician resulting in inaccurate localization as well as lateralization is discussed. The patient was successfully treated with right Epley maneuver after transformation to geo-PSC-BPPV and was asymptomatic at follow-up for 4 weeks. A peripheral p-DBN with torsional component in any patient with a history of positionally triggered vertigo can be either ASC-BPPV or apo-PSC-BPPV. A very close follow-up at a short interval of time with meticulously executed positional tests is the only definitive way to differentiate the two conditions.

**Table 1** The relative frequencies of different BPPV variants at specialty clinics reported in various studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>PSC-BPPV</th>
<th>HSC-BPPV</th>
<th>ASC-BPPV</th>
<th>Multiple canals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>De la Meilleure et al\textsuperscript{1} 1996</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>78.05%</td>
<td>16.38%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honrubia et al\textsuperscript{2} 1999</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>85.62%</td>
<td>5.14%</td>
<td>1.37%</td>
<td>7.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macias et al\textsuperscript{3} 2000</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>93.02%</td>
<td>1.94%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5.04%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korres et al\textsuperscript{4} 2002</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>90.16%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>1.64%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakaida et al\textsuperscript{5} 2003</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imai et al\textsuperscript{6} 2005</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>64.82%</td>
<td>33.33%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakayama and Epley\textsuperscript{7} 2005</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>66.39%</td>
<td>10.08%</td>
<td>2.28%</td>
<td>21.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cakir et al\textsuperscript{8} 2006</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>85.21%</td>
<td>11.83%</td>
<td>1.18%</td>
<td>1.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon et al\textsuperscript{9} 2006</td>
<td>1,692</td>
<td>60.9%</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson et al\textsuperscript{10} 2007</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>66.9%</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>21.2%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chung et al\textsuperscript{11} 2009</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>61.8%</td>
<td>35.3%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ASC-BPPV, anterior semicircular canal benign paroxysmal positional vertigo; HSC-BPPV, horizontal semicircular canal benign paroxysmal positional vertigo; PSC-BPPV, posterior semicircular canal benign paroxysmal positional vertigo.
of a positional downbeating nystagmus (p-DBN), which was clockwise torsional in the right head-hanging position and counterclockwise torsional in the left head-hanging position (from the examiner’s perspective). He attributed this finding to the presence of free-floating otoconial debris in the distal portion of the nonampullary arm of PSC that would result in its ampullopetal shift under the effect of gravitational force at the end of the positioning maneuvers. He also reported that on repeating the diagnostic positional maneuvers (Semont’s diagnostic maneuver or Dix–Hallpike maneuver), the oculomotor pattern reversed (upbeating plus counter-clockwise torsional in the right head-hanging position and clockwise torsional in the left head-hanging position, from the examiner’s perspective). It was hypothesized that at the end of the next “sitting repositioning” maneuver, under the influence of gravitational force, the ampullopetal movement of the otoconial debris shifts it to the juxta-cupular position in the proximal portion of the PSC. In 2012, Vannucchi et al reported in six patients of positional vertigo: an identical pattern of temporal course and first named it apo-PSC-BPPV. All six patients had an initial oculomotor pattern of torsional DBN on positional tests, that localized the disorder to the ASC, and accordingly, all six were treated with some form of physical therapy for it. However, during regular follow-up over the next few days, all six patients developed a different oculomotor pattern of upbeat positional nystagmus with a reversal in the direction of torsion as well, which localized the disorder to the contralateral PSC. It is extremely unlikely that these six patients had a resolution of their initial ASC-BPPV of one side but within a few days developed geo-PSC-BPPV (the commoner geotropic variant) of the contralateral side. Ever since the variant apo-PSC-BPPV from Italy has been reported in 23 cases by Califano et al., 22 of whom were successfully treated with a quick liberatory rotation maneuver; Vannucchi et al. in 16 patients; and Asprella-Libonati and Pecci in 28 patients described two innovative maneuvers, namely Demi-Semont and 45 degrees forced prolonged positioning, with successful outcomes in 11/16 and 23/28 patients, respectively. Outside Italy there are only two case reports of three patients with apo-PSC-BPPV, two from Illinois, United States, and one from Cleveland, Ohio, United States. The apo-PSC-BPPV due to nonampullary arm posterior semicircular canalolithiasis appears to be an important contributor to the expanding realm of the etiology of peripheral p-DBN. However, in a study of 77 patients of geo-PSC-BPPV, 22 out of those 77, who were successfully treated with Epley maneuver, also exhibited a transient p-DBN on a verifying Dix–Hallpike test 1 hour later. The presence of residual debris in the distal nonampullary portion of the PSC was attributed to this finding, and 5 out of the 22 patients (23%) developed a geo-PSC-BPPV again at a 1-week follow-up.

We are reporting the case of a 48-year-old female patient with 2 days history of vertigo on lying supine, getting up from supine, and on taking either of the lateral recumbent positions along with a prominent sense of continuous dizziness. She was initially diagnosed as left ASC-BPPV, based on the right Dix–Hallpike maneuver eliciting after a short latency, a downbeating counterclockwise (from the patient’s perspective) torsional positional nystagmus. Accordingly, she was treated with sessions of reverse Epley maneuvers for 1 week. At the end of 1 week, the verifying right Dix–Hallpike test elicited an upbeat clockwise (from the patient’s perspective) torsional nystagmus suggesting a diagnosis of the typical right geo-PSC-BPPV. Such a temporal course suggests that the patient was suffering from the recently described rare atypical variant of the right apo-PSC-BPPV from the outset, which transformed into the typical geo-PSC-BPPV as a result of the intracanal shift of the otoconial debris from the nonampullary arm of the PSC to the juxta-cupular region in its ampullary arm. To the best of our knowledge, such a rare variant of apo-PSC-BPPV has not been reported from India hitherto.

Case Description

History

A 48-year-old female presented on January 23, 2020, with 2 days history of vertigo on lying supine, getting up from supine, and on taking either of the lateral recumbent positions. A prominent sense of dizziness in upright positions instead of true rotational vertigo was also continuously felt by the patient. There was no history of vomiting, diplopia, dysartria, difficulty in swallowing, hiccup, drooping of upper eyelids, or facial or limb weakness. There was also no history of hypertension, diabetes, coronary artery disease, hypothyroidism, jaundice, craniofacial trauma, cervical radiculopathies, cervical canal stenosis, rheumatoid arthritis, Paget’s disease, ankylosing spondylitis, low back dysfunction, spinal cord injuries, or cerebrovascular disease.

Examination

The general physical examination and vitals of the patient were normal. The screening examination of the cervical spine did not reveal any limitation of movement. The examination of the back region did not reveal kyphoscoliosis. The examination of the lumbosacral spine, including straight leg raising (SLR) test and reverse SLR test, was normal. The neurological examination revealed normal cranial nerve examination; strength was grade 5/5 in all four limbs with normal deep tendon reflexes, and bilateral plantar reflexes were flexor. The examination of the cerebellar system revealed no spontaneous or gaze-evoked nystagmus, and there was no appendicular or axial incoordination. The otoneurological examination revealed normal vertical and horizontal saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements. The head impulse test was bilaterally normal. Before carrying out positional tests, the presence of spontaneous nystagmus was ruled out by using takeaway Frenzel goggles. The Dix–Hallpike test was performed as per the published guidelines of the American Academy of Otolaryngology, Head, and Neck Surgery Foundation. The patient was positioned on examination table in the long-sitting, such that her right side was toward its long free edge, and distance of her bottoms from the head end of the table allowed her head to hang as she was taken to the Dix–Hallpike position. Infrared μFrenzel video goggles (model UFG0100BEU, μRobotics, Technical Consulting
extension (position two). Positioning with 45 degrees of cervical rotation from the sagittal plane to the presumed ipsilateral left side with the neck in 20 degrees of extension was maintained for 1 minute; neither patient complained of vertigo nor had any nystagmus during this period. Thereupon, left lateral recumbent positioning with her nose oriented almost at right angles to the surface of the treatment table was maintained for 1 minute (position three). Lastly, she was instructed to sequentially hang down her lower limbs along the free edge of the examination table, and while maintaining the left rotated head position, she was assisted in taking an upright sitting position completing the reverse Epley maneuver (►Video 2). A total of five reverse Epley maneuvers in a session per day were executed for 1 week and the patient continued to exhibit downbeating left torsional (from the patient’s perspective) inexhaustible positional nystagmus in the position one of the maneuvers. During the second day of a treatment session with reverse Epley maneuver, magnetic

Video 2

For the reverse Epley maneuver, the patient was positioned on the examination table in long-sitting such that her left side was towards its free edge. The distance of her bottoms from the head end of the table allowed her head to hang as she was taken to the Dix–Hallpike position. The patient’s head was held with both hands and was rotated 45 degrees to her right in the yaw plane. Thereupon, she was laid in such a manner that her 45 degrees right rotated head was extended 20 degrees on the support of the author’s hands to represent the right Dix–Hallpike position. Right Dix–Hallpike positioning elicited after a latency of 4 seconds a downbeating nystagmus that was distinctly left torsional (from the patient’s perspective) as well persevering till the time positioning was maintained (approximately 2 minutes). Online content including video sequences viewable at: https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/html/10.1055/s-0040-1715532.

Intervention

The clinical history, as well as the otoneurologic examination, on January 23, 2020, appeared consistent with the diagnosis of left ASC-BPPV. The patient was initially treated with reverse Epley maneuver2 (starting from the unininvolved right head-hanging position). For the reverse Epley maneuver the patient was positioned on examination table in the long-sitting such that her left side was towards its free edge. The distance of her bottoms from the head end of the table allowed her head to hang as she was taken to the right Dix–Hallpike position. The patient’s head was held with both hands and was rotated 45 degrees to her right in the yaw plane. Thereupon, she was laid in such a manner that her 45 degrees right rotated head was extended 20 degrees on the support of the author’s hands to represent the right Dix–Hallpike position. Right Dix–Hallpike positioning elicited after a latency of 4 seconds a downbeating nystagmus that was distinctly left torsional (from the patient’s perspective) as well persevering till the time positioning was maintained (approximately 2 minutes). Online content including video sequences viewable at: https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/html/10.1055/s-0040-1715532.
resonance imaging of the brain with dedicated cuts of cerebellum and brainstem, with magnetic resonance screening of the craniovertebral junction was done. The magnetic resonance imaging was normal. Dix–Hallpike test undertaken on day 8 (January 30, 2020), after a week of treatment with daily sessions of reverse Epley maneuvers, elicited after a latency of 2 seconds a crescendo–decrescendo upbeat right torsional (from the patient’s perspective) positional nystagmus lasting 45 seconds (►Video 3). Interpreting retrospectively, the correct diagnosis on January 23, 2020, was right apo-PSC-BPPV, which emulated contralateral left ASC-BPPV. Treatment of putative left ASC-BPPV with multiple reverse Epley maneuvers for a week (January 23–29, 2020) resulted in an intracanal shift of a possibly jammed otoconial debris from the nonampullary arm of the right PSC into its ampullary arm. The latter resulted in intracanal switch type of right geo-PSC-BPPV. The resultant intracanal switch geo-PSC-BPPV was managed an identical session of five right Epley maneuvers on January 30, 2020. She was instructed to perform the home-based modified self-Epley maneuver five times daily for the next 2 weeks from January 31, 2020. On February 14, 2020, she was reexamined again and the Dix–Hallpike maneuver in the right head-hanging position for 60 seconds did not elicit any positional nystagmus and she was reported to be free of vertigo since February 9, 2020 (►Video 4).

Diagnosis
The aforesaid clinical history, otoneurologic examination, and temporal course of vertigo are consistent with the diagnosis of right apo-PSC-BPPV.

Prognosis and Outcome
The patient was telephonically questioned weekly regarding the recurrence of rotational vertigo for the next 4 weeks, and it was confirmed that she remained symptom free till then.

Discussion
Subjecting a patient with a history of rotational vertigo triggered by changes in the position of head relative to the gravity, to the Dix–Hallpike test, opens a Pandora’s box of a diagnostic dilemma if a p-DBN is elicited. If such a patient does not have any other central nervous system symptoms or signs, the responsible lesion could be; either serious localizing to the intracranial posterior fossa and craniovertebral junction; or benign due to conditions like ASC-BPPV. A recently described variant of PSC-BPPV due to nonampullary canalolithiasis, called apo-PSC-BPPV, is another diagnostic consideration in such patients. The potentially serious causes of p-DBN can be ruled out by obtaining magnetic resonance imaging of the brain, with dedicated views of the posterior fossa structures and the screening of the craniovertebral junction. However, normal magnetic resonance imaging in such patients does not ease out the situation, for the treating otoneurologist. An analysis of the genesis of oculomotor patterns during the right Dix–Hallpike positioning in this patient of right apo-PSC-BPPV, with involved pathophysiologic mechanisms that resulted in positional nystagmus identical in its vectorial components to the left ASC-BPPV is discussed here. In the right Dix–Hallpike test, the otoconial debris located in the ampullary arm of the left ASC shifts ampullofugal, under the effect of gravity triggering excitatory discharges in the left anterior ampullary nerve. However, if otoconial debris is in the nonampullary arm of the right PSC, its ampullopetal movement in the right Dix–Hallpike positioning will trigger inhibitory discharges in the right posterior ampullary nerve. In either of the situations, this will cause upward/clockwise (from patient’s perspective) slow phase VOR, due to the combined action of the right (inferior oblique and superior rectus [SR]) and the left (superior oblique and SR). Therefore, the fast-phase VOR which is a refixation saccade (clinically appreciated as positional nystagmus), will be downbeating in

Video 3
The patient was positioned on the examination table in the long-sitting, such that her right side was towards its long free edge, and the distance of her bottoms from the head end of the table allowed her head to hang as she was taken to the Dix–Hallpike position. The patient’s head was held with both hands and was rotated 45 degrees to her right in the yaw plane. Thereupon, she was laid in such a manner that her 45 degrees right rotated head was extended 20 degrees on the support of the author’s hands to represent the right Dix–Hallpike position. This elicited after a latency of 2 seconds a crescendo–decrescendo upbeat right torsional (from the patient’s perspective) positional nystagmus lasting 45 seconds. Online content including video sequences viewable at: https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/html/10.1055/s-0040-1715532.

Video 4
The patient was positioned on the examination table in the long-sitting, such that her right side was towards its long free edge, and the distance of her bottoms from the head end of the table allowed her head to hang as she was taken to the Dix–Hallpike position. The patient’s head was held with both hands and was rotated 45 degrees to her right in the yaw plane. Thereupon, she was laid in such a manner that her 45 degrees right rotated head was extended 20 degrees on the support of the author’s hands to represent the right Dix–Hallpike position. The patient’s head was held with both hands and was rotated 45 degrees to her right in the yaw plane. Thereupon, she was laid in such a manner that her 45 degrees right rotated head was extended 20 degrees on the support of the author’s hands to represent the right Dix–Hallpike position. The right Dix–Hallpike positioning was maintained for 1 minute and no positional nystagmus was observed. Online content including video sequences viewable at: https://www.thieme-connect.com/products/ejournals/html/10.1055/s-0040-1715532.
both eyes with incyclotorsional component in the right eye and excyclotorsional component in the left eye (downwards and counterclockwise from patient’s perspective) (►Fig. 1).

It is extremely unlikely that this patient had resolution of her initial left ASC-BPPV with the daily sessions of reverse Epley maneuver carried over a week to be immediately followed by a paroxysm of the commoner geo-PSC-BPPV. It is plausible to interpret that this patient suffered from the right apo-PSC-BPPV from the very outset. Reverse Epley maneuver sessions performed to treat suppositious left ASC-BPPV led to an ampullopetal shift of the otoconial debris jammed in the nonampullary arm of the right PSC to the juxta-cupular location. Thus, this may be looked upon as an intracanal type of canal-switch phenomenon that occurred in the right PSC leading to the changing oculomotor patterns on the right Dix–Hallpike positioning observed on day 1 (January 23, 2020) and day 8 (January 30, 2020).

**Conclusion**

In any patient presenting with a history of positionally triggered vertigo, a change in oculomotor patterns elicited on positional tests, suggesting an initial ASC-BPPV (positional downbeating torsional nystagmus) to contralateral geo-PSC-BPPV (positional upbeating nystagmus with a reversed vectorial torsional component) over a short period is highly indicative of apo-PSC-BPPV from the very outset. The positional tests or therapeutic maneuvers, which are performed to diagnose/treat the putative condition, lead to an ampullopetal shift of the otoconial debris present in the nonampullary arm of the PSC to the juxta-cupular location. It can be regarded as a form of intracanal switch canalolithiasis within the PSC due to the shift of the otoconial debris from its nonampullary arm to the ampullary arm. The transformation of a nonampullary to the ampullary arm posterior...
Semicircular canalolithiasis makes this disorder treatable by the better-established treatment options.
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